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'Munich' and 'Paradise Now' - terrorism from different angles 
By LAWRENCE 

. RUBIN 

NEW YORK 
(JTA) -
Comparisons 

are, of course, unfair. 
One film, "Munich," 
is the work of Steven 
Spielberg, the most 
influential and cre
ative talent in contem
porary cinema. It is 
backed by all the tech
nical and financial 
resources of the 

A scene being 
"Paradise Now" .. 

filmed in 

gl,ing against the influence of her 
revered father in "Paradise Now." 
Moreover, one of the suicide 
bombers struggles with the burden 
of a father who collaborated with 
the Israelis. In "Munich," Avner's 
father was himself. a leader in 
Israel's clandestine serVices, and the 
mysterious person who provides 
Avner with leads on Palestinian tar
gets and who may have eventually 

Scene from "Munich", the movie .. 

American film industry. The settings are diverse 
and beautifully filmed, and the screenplay is 
rich, textured and thought-provoking. 

The other, "Paradise Now," directed by Hany 
Abu-Assad, a largely unknown documentarian, 
has the look of something created under difficult 
circumstances. It often seems unfinished with 
pallid, washed-out settings, occasionally laugh
able subtitles, and stilted, unnatural dialogue. 
(Indeed, the characters too often sound like ide
ologies instead of flesh-and-blood human 
beings.) 

suicide bombers. 
In. each film, injus

tices are asserted' and 
individuals are asked 
to redress them by 
exacting the ultimate 
retribution. The argu
ment in each movie 
revolves around the 
struggle for a home. 
and ,for . dignity. In 
each, the higher cause 
justifies the basest 
behavior. 

Avner's mother 

Another scene 
"Paradise Now". Spielberg and Abu-Assad have each chosen to 

explore the netherworld of terrorism, although 
from opposite angles. Spielberg's protagonist is 
a Mossad agent, Avner Kaufman, recruited to 
lead a team of undercover assassins tasked with 
tracking down and killing 11 individuals behind 
the massacre of Israeli athletes at the Munich 
Olympics in 1972. Dutch-Palestinian filmmaker 
Abu-Assad focuses on two friends who are 
plucked off the Nablus street and recruited as 

doesn't want to know what he is doing but 
assures him that preserving a homeland where 
Jews can live in freedom is justification enough 
for anything. In "Paradise Now," the Palestinian 
leader argues that it is the Israelis who have cre
ated suicide bombers by humiliating the 
Palestinians and denying them their home. 

Yet for the characters, the argument is never 

In Mideast 'Romeo and Juliet', 
love overcomes all obstacles 

By AGNES BOHM 
-!.fl UDAPEST (JTA) - An It""\ ada.pt~~ion of "Romeo an.d 
...rt.U;, Juliet to the Israeli-
Palestinian context is proving to be 
a huge success in Budapest. 
"Romeo and Juliet in Jerusalem" -
Romeo is ,an Israeli Jew, Juliet a 
Palestinian - is being performed to 
full houses at the Hungarian 
National Dance Theater and has 
been invited next year to Sweden, 
Norway, Finland, the United States 
and Mexico, among other places. It 
also may be performed at next 
year's Israel Festival in Jerusalem. 

Ivan Marko, a former dancer Who 
directed and choreographed the 
ballet, taught and worked at Israel's 
Rubin Academy from ,1991-1993. 
"The conflict in my Romeo and 
Juliet ballet is not between two 
feuding families, but rather a clash 
between traditions, religions and 
cultures," he said. "We deal with 
two religions and cultures that are 
connected to each other in many 
ways, but still are enemies with 
hatred between the two peoples." 

He hopes to show the audience 
that "love and humanism can over
come all enmities," Marko said. 
"As a Jew, I wanted to show how I 
feel about the Palestinian-Israeli 
conflict." 

One of the changes in the show is 
that Romeo has no family, and a 

rabbi - who replaces the Catholic 
priest of Shakespeare's original 
play - is Romeo's symbolic father. 
The rabbi blesses the young lovers' 
secret marriage. There's also a 
happy twist to what has become an 
iconic tragedy: After drinking from 
the poisoned chalice, the two lovers 
eventually regain consciousness. 
"It's a happy ending, as it's my 
wish that finally the conflict ought 
to be solved," Marko said. Juliet's 
face is covered during the show, 
except when she dances with 
Romeo. The music is Arabic when 
Juliet's family is on stage, and 
changes to Eastern European 
Jewish sounds when it's Romeo's 

. tum. 
Tickets for the performances are 

sold out for the next few months, 
and the show will move to a bigger 
theater next year. 

"For us Israelis, it's very interest
ing to know how much the Jewish 
issue interests the Hungarian peo
ple;" Aya Admon Maysels, an artist 
and wife of David Admon, Israel's 
ambassador to Hungary, told· JTA. 
"In the past, it wasn't. usual in 
Hungary to freely express your 
Jewish identity," she said. "Today 
no one has to hide who he or she is. 
It's very important that one can say 
freely, 'I'm Jewish, and 1 feel free 
to express it,' and in Marko's ballet 
this is explicitly stated." 

that simple. Both 
films insist on exam
ining a struggle of 
conscience. After 
completing one 
assignment in 
"Munich," the Israelis 
look to biblical prece
dent while arguing 
whether to celebrate 
or mourn what they 
had done. In "Paradise 
Now" one of the lead
ing characters, the 
daughter of an early 
leader of the move
ment, is a voice of 
reason, passionately 
arguing the futility of 
suicide bombing, 
looking for another 
way to continue the 
struggle. 

• 

It is noteworthy that 
in both films, horrific 
acts are deterred by 
the unanticipated 
presence of a child. 
Clearly, each director 
wants us to see the 
challenge to human 
conscience inherent in 
the dark drama of the 
circumstances por
trayed. Interestingly, 
relations and attitudes 
toward fathers serve 
as a thematic marker 
in each movie. 

The Palestinian 
woman cited above is 
inferentially strug-

betrayed the Israeli is known as 
"Papa." , 

As a bigger. (in every sense of the term) 
film, "Munich" has experienced far more 
scrutiny than "Paradise Now." Ironically, 
many film critics have tended to overlook 
the weak cinematic values of the Palestinian 
movie because of its courageous decision to 
address a highly flammable topic. 

On the other hand, many Jewish organiza
tional leaders and supporters of Israel have 
excoriated "Munich" for a putative moral 
equivalency between the Israelis as extra
judicial protectors against terrorism and the 
Palestinians as perpetrators of it. 

in However, these criticisms fail to account 
for the way that movies address issues. Film 
is a visual medium. One sees in Avner's 

struggle against his doubts and growing paranoia 
the depth of his effort to maintain his basic 
humanity. By contrast, "Paradise Now" rushes in 
an entirely different direction. There, the more 
serious of the two potential suicide bombers 
struggles to suppress his basic humanity in order 
to be able to inflict the carnage that is the goal of 
a suicide mission. 

"Paradise Now" rushes to a shocking, though 
inevitable, conclusion. The indeterminacy at the 
end of "Munich," however, is unsettling and all 
the more poignant for that. It is true that, on one 
level, Avner turns his back on his mission and 
perhaps even his country. 

Supporters of Israel are understandably pained 
by that. But Spielberg is working on a broader 
canvas. In a real sense, "Munich" is about 
Avner's struggle to preserve and protect his 
humanity in the face of crushingly powerful 
imperatives leading him away from it. His is not 
the world of Ari Ben Canaan, the hero of Leon 
Uris' Zionist novel "Exodus." It isn't a world of 
good Jews and bad Arabs. It is a darkly compro
mised twilight world where the rules of struggle 
are created one assassination at a time and the 
consequences unwind slowly and indeterminate-
ly. ' 

Since leaving the field of Jewish communal 
service, Lawrence Rubin spends a lot of time at 
the movies. 
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Chanukah in Palm Beach County - Florida's ~little Israel' 
More Jewsp"er sqyartrinch than anywhere except Jewish state 

N
0th~g could be finer than spending. the ing out the Early Bird Specials! f! Really, it's not 
Chnstmas/C.hanukah vacation in little because of the price ... .it's just that it's not as 
Israel (Flonda) - the only exception . busy at the restaurant and on the highways!!! 

being of course, spending it in Big Is~ael (oJ; is H 111 
h T' I l?) A' onest.. . ' 
t at my srae.. recent newspaper· ~icle ' Then, at dinner, I affirm the 'fact that I grew up 
reported that there are more Jews per square inch . as a child hypocrite. I find myself walking out 
in Palm Beach County, than in any another· . with the doggie bag that so ashamed me when 
spot around the world - with theexcepti9n my parents carried it 30 years ago. But now .... .! 
ofIsrael (emes!). . understand .... Oh yes, I see it with such clarity -

Ah, yes (that was a dramatic sigh of all of my parents' embarrassing ways are now 
haughty content). Here I sit at 5 in the morn- making full sense. If you eat dinner at four in the 
ing, waiting for the sun to rise over the afternoon, by eight o'clock .... you're starving. 
ocean, thinking about my return to the cold. And what's to eat, if you don't have left-
It's a good thing that I remembered to pack overs???? 
my little shovel, so that we can forge a little The average age of my mom's condo is 
path from the taxi, in order to drag the 500- DECEASED. I see ancient people ..... walking 
pound suitcases to the door. around in floral polyester. .. bright red cardi-

Alas,'! doubt that I'll get any sympathy on gans ... hopscotch pants atop white shoes. Oy 
that count. Nor will I if I share my little vey ... .1 look through my wardrobe as I prepare 
epiphany. I used to call this place the Land of to go to the earlybird special. .. and there, it hits 
Milk of Magnesia. This morning, after hav- me in the face, like a herring slapping my 
ing consumed an amazing dinner of freshly cheeks .... I notice that I have a few polyester 
baked garlic rolls and a spicy Italian egg- suits in the wardrobe. Honest. .. the saleslady at 
plant parmesan - I know why it is so named. Chico's called them "travel suits", because 
Eating is one of the major vices here, and they're so wonderful for trav~. Stains wash out 
milk of magnesia is the opium 'that cures all. so easily; At dinner, as I'm spilling chicken soup 
Florida .... also fondly called the land of sag on my chest ... the epiphany sadly sinks in. 
by my friend David - I can feel the droopy Seniors dining in Florida: "I feel my body start- Upon rising from dinner, and noticing the 
rolls hanging over my belly button, omi- ing to shrink," Cathy Moser writes, describing a ketchup stain ... I think to myself "well, no wor-
nously forewarning my future. vision of her future as a senior in Florida. ries .. .it's polyester, it will wash out easily." 

Each year, I am fortunate to have two sig- The "travel suits" are so handy, I make my way 
nificant life experiences that link my past and experierice each morning. As I jog 011 #8 killer thra'ugh the crowds on the highway the next day, 
my future. I spend a large part of my summer in highway towards Sandy Hook, I hear the "ram husband Jeff in tow .... The kids in the back 
Winnipeg Beach. Some people like to reminisce kol" of Machaneh Massad beckoning "boker tov seat.. .... all of us happily looking forward to a 
about the past - I am lucky enough to re-live it yiladeem, zman lakoom", and then, the blaring wonderful family experience - shopping at 
for four weeks every summer. Who needs to 1948 Israeli music that only now, is so sweet to Loehmann's (well at least one of us is happy). 
reminisce when you can regress and live out my ears. It is like I never left, and the 40 years As I try on outfit after outfit, the kids screech 
your childhood fantasies? that have filled the intervening time warp have with the pain of boredom. I look over, and some-

As I child, I used to imagine what it would be evaporated into thin air. how they're beginning to look just like my 
like, one day, when I would be able to spend all Now ....... .1 fast forward 60 years .... .in the -brother, sister and I looked 35 years ago. My 
the money I wanted on candy ..... on toys ..... on Lexusmobile ... sucked into the time warp. Each G-d, we're in the exact same store that I was in 
ice cream .... on PLAYLAND!!!! Wow, that day winter, I zoom, at mach speed, right into MY back then; my husband is sitting, half asleep in 
has come, and boy, is it ever a lot of fun. At FUTURE. Oy vey!!!! As I watch the big the "nebbish chairs" at the front of the store .... 
Winnipeg Beach _ 1 do all that ...... and more. Cadillacs driving down 195 - seemingly with no and I'm inflicting the exact same torture that my 
Some people spend big bucks to buy "retro" drivers (or mtlybe the head of a little bald eagle mother inflicted on me. 
good. I just go to garage sales at the beach .... and that is perched on the seat appears, like a sunrise I guess that's what they mean when they say 
get those '50s chachkas for borscht! Not only over the horizon) - I feel my body starting to "l'dor v'dor - from generation to generation". It 
that, I can still find a penny candy store (okay, so shrink. all makes sense now ... the secrets of the universe 
now five cents _ but now, I can afford five All of a sudden, the vertebrae in my back are are clear .. .! am turning .... thank G-d I'm going 
cents!) and eat all my favorite oldies but goldies compressing, and I'm sinking lower and lower back to Winnipeg soon, and this summer, l;ll go 
_ pixie sticks; black balls; waxed sugar syrup, into the seat. ... shorter and shorter by the' build a few sandcastles on Winnipeg Beach .... 
and so on. - minute ... I have already started the transform a- my fountain of youth. 

And then, I get to relive my favorite childhood tion. Gott helfen; I'm driving around at four in The writer is a Jewish Winnipeg psychologist 

Adult Children of Aging Parents 
Support Group 

Three group sessions designed to: 
*help you Q~vigate the Medical system 
*direct you,'to Resources that can share your 'load' 
*ease the gtijit of accessing 'other' Resources . 
*facilitate communication with others of similar ages & stages in 

life' 
*fress and share duress with the latest and tastiest of baked delights 

Evening or Daytime Groups Available at: 
*the offices of Dr. Cathy Moser & Associates 

3-1250 Waverley Street, Winnipeg, MB 
Phone (204) 477-8555 Fax (204) 487-4248 

Facilitated by: Cathy Moser, Ph.D., 
Lynne Fineman, M.S.W., R.S.W. 
Rishona Hyman, M.A., M.S.W. 

Phone 477·8555 to inquire about dates and cost 
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the afternoon, check- and humorist. 
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A strong fighter for 
~innipeg North 

ContadJudy's campaign: 
Tel.: 982-8130 I e-mail: judywl@ndp.ca 

www.ndp.cajjudywi 
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